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Abstract. A robust machine is a machine that maintains some computational property for ewry 
oracle. In this paper we study robustly complementary, robustly categorical, robustly E”-accepting, 
and robustly E* -spanning machines. We prove that robust machines squander their powerful 
nondeterministic oracle access in ail relativizations -relative to any oracle A, their languages and 
properties can be computed in PNmA. 
ntroduction 
-4, robust property of a machine is a property that a machine has with every oracle. 
For example, if two machines accept complementary languages for every oracle 
(i.e., (VA)[ L( Nf ) = L( IV;)]), we say that the achines are robustly complementary. 
Schiining [23] considers deterministic machines M t pt some language 
robustly (i.e., there is a language L so that for all oracles A) = L). He shows 
that the machines of this sort that for some oracle A’ run in polynomial time accept 
exactly the NPn coNP languages. Beige1 and y more general forms 
of helping robust oracle machines. 
In this paper, we ask what price a machine pays to have robust prope 
hroughout the paper, all robust machines (which will have names like Iv, 
NZ, . . * , N;) are assumed to be nondeterministic polynomial-time Turing machines. 
We discuss robustly categorisal machines (machines that for no oracle a 
have more than one accepting path), robustly 2?-accepting machines (m 
* Some of these results were reported at the Second Annual Structure in Complexity neorq Confer- 
ence, Ithaca, NY, June 1987 [145. 
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for every oracle accept all inputs), robustly cmple entary machines (pairs sf 
Tachrnes that accept complementary la 
2 *-spanning machines (sets of machines 
oracle). In each case we show, if P equa 
robustly is emasculated. In some cases fo 
sparse’ oracles S, we conclude that:’ 
robustly categorical and robustly corn 
NFWA inP , 
ne having a property 
ines accept only languages 
robustly Z*-accepting machines have 
mine wda?, they accept-that is, that fi 
table in PNpos that 
ath for a given inpu 
robustly 2 * -spanning machines have selector fu cttons computable in PNPOS. 
(Selman 126, 271 defines a P-selector function a set of NP machines to be 
a polynomial time function of x that, of the machines accepts on 
input x, chooses one of t 
The access mechanism he y Balcazar, Book, and 
SchSning in their theory of extended lowness. A set A is extended low (15, 24, 251, 
see also [2]) if NPA c PhimA. This says that NP” can be accepted via machines with 
only a weak form of access to A; though NPA might access A exponentially often, 
P NWA touches A at most polynomially often and has a far weaker acceptance 
mechanism. Our robustness results (e.g., Theorem 2. I ) say that any language accepted 
by a robust (e.g., robustly categorical) mat ine can be accepted with exactly such 
weak access to A. It should be noted that both in [5] and in this paper, PWR3: 
should not be thought of as a relativized version of PNp; PNP” fits that descriptron 
more satisfactorily. 
Another way of looking at these robustness results is as a study of the complexity 
of separatang NP from P. If P = NP, we are i terested in knowing how oracles can 
pull NP from P. In general, even if P= ere will be oracles A t 
NPA from PA. Indeed, Balcazar and Bo and Martmanis and II 
[ 161 completely characterize, in ter s of Kolmogorov complexity, the sparse oracles 
S that separate NPS from Ps if P 
However, the NPA machines that accept lang ages in NPA - PA (assuming P = NP) 
make extensive use of their oracles. Our robustness t eorems (e.g., Corollary 2.4) 
say that if P equals NP, no robust machine (say, no machine that has a machine 
at is robustly complementary to it) will separate NPA from PA in any relativized 
world A. 
is way of looking at robustness has deep historical roots. Book, Long, and 
Selman [9] (see also [ lOI), precisely to study the connections between the P= NP 
question and relativized versions of P = NP, studied, in their seminal work on 
quantitative relativization, oracles of the for @A, where K was an NP-complete 
set. They used this notion to prove that, for any fixed oracle D, if ND is a 
’ A set S is sparse if for some k there are at everv length n at moct n’ + k strings in S (see [213). 
’ 0 represents disjoint union;. That is, A@ 5 = {%?r 1 x E A} o { 1y 1~ E B}, and for convenience we write 
PNW” as a shorthxd for U,,,, PLen. 
Robust machitws accept easy sets 
nondeterministic polynomial-time oracle Turing machine such that fo? ev 
x, NY(x) queries at most ia:Iy many strings in the oracle, thcla 
P N I’@ I) . Their paper star?ds ortant parent of more recent work o 
and on census functions and collapsing hierarchies. 
Even before the term robustness became cotl?mon, robustness pIaye 
role in complexity theory. Selman s theory oi ~olynomial~time positive 
reductions is based on robust positivity [27] 
reductions whose robustness is limited). The 
[ 1] and strong machines and strong non Jeterm 
tions [20] (see also [lO)) require nondeter 
certain properties not with respect to every ~a&, but rathe 
inpui. 
One of the results of otir paper has a speciali nterpretation in Ii 
of Borodin and Deters, and the study of wky Z*-accepting 
Borodin and Demers [ 113 show that P;c NPn coNP implies th 
N such that L( N) = X*, yet there is no polynomial-time machine 
all x, M(x) computes an accepting path of N(x). Intuitively, I3oro 
show that if P# NPfl coNP there is a machine that always accepts, but we cannot 
easily determine why it accepts [ 113 (see also [ 151 which obtains for UP, unique 
polynomial time, an analog of the Borodin-Demers result that is a complete charac- 
terization). Furthermore, even if P= NP, there will be many sparse oracles 
noxkterministic polynomial-time machines N for which L( N”) = C* yet no 
mal:hine can, for all inputs, find accepting paths of M”. Nonetheless, we show that 
of P equals NP anb. nondeterministic polynomial-time Turing machine N accepts 
_E* for all sparse oracles S, then for all sparse oracles it will be obvious why N“ 
accepts; a polynomial time machine with oracle S can fin accepting paths of Fd! 
This is true even for sparse oracles S for which P” # NP”. 
orollacr 2.6. If P= NP and L( NT) = LX* f or every sparse oracle T, then for every 
sparseser S there is a machine in P” that on input x computes an accepting path of N*‘(x). 
This paper shows that machines that maintain certain properties for all oracles 
accept relatively simple languages in every relativized world. 
1 his section proves a number of robustness recu 
a heavy price for maintaining robustness properties. 
elow are a number o 
ness” approach: an N 
n to be understandah 
ow that machines pay 
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r~rollaries emphasize that if P= NP machines satisfying a robustness nroperty 
cannot separate P” irom NPA (i.e., do not accept Lang 
Theorem 2.1 (Robustly categorical machines accept sim 
(VA)[ it/A is cu'egoricai] =+ (WA)[L( 
lf P=NPand 
oracle A, L( N 
us?ly ccp tegorical ( i .e _, (WA)[ N F is cate~o~~~~l~), 
The proof techniques here exploit the met od used by Baker, Gill, and Solovay 
[3] to show that there is a relativized world A where P” = NPA n coNPA f NPA and 
the method used 221 to show that there is a lativized worid A for 
which PA = UPA oofs present constructions t t find more and more 
about potential accepting paths, until they find a true accepting computation or 
determine that there are no accepting computations. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Use PN ’ to find if for some set B’ there is an accepting 
computation of N?‘(x); if not, reject X. Use PNP to obtain the path. say path,,. Query 
A about all elements in the path. Let SO be all elements queried on the path, and 
let W,, be the elements on which the path was wrong (disagreed with A). If the path 
was never wrong, we have a true accepting path of N:(X), so accept X. 
Similarly, use PNP to find if, for some set B’ consistent with our knowledge about 
the elements of So, there is an accepting computation of N:‘(X); if not, reject x. 
Use PNIJ to obtain the path, say p&r,. Query all elements in the path. Let S, be all 
elements queried on the path, an let W, be the elements on which the path was 
wrong (disagreed with A). If the ath was never wrong, we have a true accepting 
path, so accept x. 
Keep repeating this. The process finishe ickly. Why? If path, and some previous 
path did not conflict-disagree on the m bership in the oracle of some queried 
string-there would be an oracle B” (that agreed with both of the nonconflicting 
paths) for which the machine would have two accepting paths, contradicting our 
assumption that Nj is robustly categorical. Thus, each path, must conj’lict with each 
of the paths path,,, path,, . . Note that for every j and 1 such that j f i, 
we have W, n M/r = 8. Thus conflict with path,, on some element that is 
both in WO of path,, and k.’ Similarly, it conflicts with path, on some 
element that is both in d in SC, - Wk of path,, and so on. But since 
the Wis are disjoint, w aces of S,, - Wk just *LO disagree with the 
previous paths. Thus the riocess goes on at most until we examine 1x1’+ i paths. 
3 This is because, as we have argued above, there must be a conflict. But nothing in W, can conflict 
with Ll,._A ( “‘, u S, 1, as our sets B’ are always con&ent with previously querieci vaiues. Also, nothing 
in Sk can conflict with S,,, as both are ccnrrect. Thus. the conflict must be on an element that is both in 
%i, Of pCaii:i,, aid Sk - W, Of path,. 
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At that point we either have eliminated all paths (so N:(X) rejects; or we ave 
found a path consistent with our oracle (so N:(x) accepts). Thus we habe accepte 
the language of IV:, for arbitrary fixed A, with a PNk+jA machine. G 
~~~~~ 2.3 (Robustly compiementary machines accept simple fan 
Proot’ af Theorem 2.3. Recall we have machines N, and iv, that are rdmstiy 
complementary. Without loss of generality they are respectively in N 
and NT!ME[H -l-j]. We consider the family :T, of paths, over all oracles A’, on 
which Nf’( x) accepts, and also cor.sider the family .F, of paths. 01 er ail orac 
on which W;‘(x) accepts. 
Now we use NP to obtain an accepting path from 9, and query in A ail elements 
aicng the path. Then we use NP to obtain a path from 9, tha,- is consistent with 
our knowledge of A on ail elements in the first path. Continue this, crucially 
alternating between SI and S$. 
If we ever fail to find a path we know that family has no accepting paths and we 
are done (the machine of that family rejects). if we ever find a path that agrees wir 
A we have a true accepting path and again are done (the machine the path beion 
to accepts). Note that every pair of one path from 3, and one path from 3, must 
explicitly conflict (i.e., disagree) over the membership of some element in A (or our 
machines would not be robustly complementary). But now the argument of the 
proof of Theorem 2.1 applies. Each path we take from 3, conflicts with each previous 
path from 9, on a different element, so our whole process terminates after at most 
2 max(ixl’+ i, Ixl’+j) paths have been studied. 0 
We can restrict our attention to sparse sets and Qbtain similar results. 
Theorem 2.5 (Machines robustly C*- accepting on sparse oracles accept for trans- 
parent reasons) 
(tlsparseS)[L(N.~)=~*] =+ ( 
[f( _a:) prints an accepting prth qf N:‘(x >I. 
!TOIil [f P = N P and N, rnbus~ly accepts 2 * on sparse oracles t i.e., ( 
CU = l i*]), then for every sparse oracle S, there is a .function ‘f computable in 
Ps so that on any input x, f(x) prints an accep;ing path qf 
’ Blum and Pmpagliazzo [8] have independently proofed C‘orollary 2.4 [ 131 in their study 01‘ g:rr:ric 
oracles, and Tardos [Z8] has independently obtained an analog of Corollary 2.4 in a model where 
unbounded computational time is combined w;ih restricted oracle access. 
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goal is, in P, to find an acce 
), we have a true 
hewem 2.7 ( Machines robustly E * -s n sparse oracles have simp 
functions) 
w-“wL(N~)=Ax* 
* (V sparse S)(3fco in P N=S)(VXNX E L( N~I,,)I. 
lf P = NP and for eoety sparse oracle S, L( ~)u=**uL(N;)=P, 
then for every sparse oracle S liwe is a selector function f co utable in P” that for 
every i~lpi4t x selects 0 e of the machines that itideed ccc at is, 
The proof o ilar to that of Theorem 2.5. 
We can trade off strength of structural r strength of robustness 
properties. The following results allow the = NP assumption to be weakened to 
P = UPn COUP. (UP, Valiant’s unique polynomial time 129-J (see also [ 12, 30, 17 J), 
is the class of languages accepted by categwical iiOiid&3~7iiiGstic polynomial-time 
Turing machines.) 
tary and categorical on sparse oracles 
accept simpit: languages) 
(V sparse S)[ N f and NY are c-asegorical nd complementary] 
+ (V sparse S)[ L( NY) E 
0. If P= UPn COUP and NT apzd Nf are categorical and complement 
rse oracles S, ihen for all sparse oracles S, L( NT) E 
AN of the results of this section hold WC@-rt+. Taking Corollary 2.2 as an e, ample, 
not only is each L( N!) in P”, but there is a sing/e polynomial-time Tiring machj~e 
that works for all A. That is, there is a polynomial time machine M so that for 
every A, L( M “) = L( N;‘). The machine simply ~rn~~erne~ts the ~r~~ed~r~ used in 
the proof. 
Beige1 (and an anonymous referee of this paper) have recb”ntfy cited that 
approach can be used to prove the following. 
eorem 2.11 (Robust!y disjoint machines accept separable languages [?]I 
(VA)[L(Nf)nL(N1;1)=@] =+ (VA)(3bEPN”O~‘)[L(lu~,c6eL(M;\,]. 
After one proves this (e.g., using the proof of Theorem 2.3), one can derive from 
it both Theorem 2.3 and Theorem 2.1 [73; thus Reigel’s result ~~r~vjdes a ~~~f~~y 
unification of techniques. 
3* A note on weakening the hypotheses 
In Theorems 2.1 and 2.3 anr! CvIUIIU1;cLI _._ ___. rr*-rr-- 0~ 7 3 and7.4, CVP CB~ restrict our hypotheses 
to sparse oracles. This follows from the observation that a machine is, e:g;., categcrical 
for ail oracles exactly Wlien it is categcric2, Lsl 1 fn- g ~C”‘C-. c%v.~~~ch- nrA ~lrS..% “ILILllrJ. (Fkd! that ‘ v 
is categorical if and only if (Vx)[N”(x) has at most one accepting path].) 
(1) (VA)[ N” is categorical] CJ (V sparse S)[ N” is caregorical]. 
(2) OiA)[L(Nf)=L(N;)] a (V.sparseS)[L(N~=L(N~)]. 
Proof of Lemma 3.1. The + directions are direct. The other directions hold because 
if a machine is, e.g., noncategorical for (dense) oracle A’, it fails to be categorical 
on some specific string x. Thus for any sparse oracle S’ that agrees with A’ on a 
prefix large enough to inc!ude all strings queried during the run of N”‘(x), we know 
that N”‘(x) wiil be noncategorical. (Note that the definition of sparseness: allows 
oracles that are dense on a finite prefix.) 0 
As an example, we can restate Theorems 2.1 and 2.3 as follows. 
Corollary 3.2 (Robustly categorical machines zrcept simple languges) 
sparseS)[Ny is categorical] * (VA)[L( N;Z)E P”i’““A]. 
~~~o~~a~ 3.3 (Robust!y csmplementary machines accept simple languages) 
(V spnrseS)[L( Ns) = L( MF)] + (VA)[L(N?) E PNP:“‘j. 
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. Conch&as 
Robust nondeterministic machines maintai 
e shown that, for a wide range of pro ies, robust machines are 
simple; relative to any (sparse) ora A, their languages and 
properties can be computed in PNmA. It follows that if P equals NP, robust machines 
are weak: with no oracle can they sepa from P, and with no sparse oracle 
a;e cryptic accepting paths or have d selector functions. 
We leave as an open problem the ether Theorems 2.5, 2.7, and 2.9 
can be proven with the sparseness condition removed. 
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